[Biological rhythms of cells of the lymphoid series in the thymus-dependent zone of lymph nodes].
Biological rhythms of density in the lymphoid line cell populations (small and middle lymphocytes, immunoblasts, plasmoblasts, immature and mature plasmocytes) have been investigated in the thymus-dependent zone of the mouse axillary lymph nodes. The observations have been performed for 572 h. The amount of the cells is counted over the nodes of the morphometrical net. The results of the observations are treated by means of the spectral cosinor-analysis. Circadian or similar to it rhythmicity is peculiar for all the types of the cells, besides plasmoblasts. Within the ultradian range rhythmicity of the small lymphocytes, immunoblasts and immature plasmocytes is presented by two components, and that of the plasmoblasts--by one. The complexity of the rhythm components demonstrates that the course of the process during the observation time does not repeat strictly every day running, since periods of the circadian components somewhat fluctuate from 24 h, and periods of the ultracircadian ones--do not make multiple parts from the duration of the circadian periods. The time of picks and troughs of the amount of the cells during successive 24 h also do not coincide with each other, as the circadian and ultradian components interact. During one 24-hour's period the curve does not possess a regular sinusoid form and additional picks and troughs are revealed, since certain oscillations of a higher frequency participate in the process. These data are necessary to estimate reactions at T-immunological response.